conditions of existential in contrast to scientific truths (Noeth 2013) and connect Wolff's original concept to current networks of outrage and hope (Castells 2012) , in full awareness of the continuous danger of human self-annihilation, contradictory types of evidence, and long-term threats across generations.
Since the beginning of the 21st century, dominant imaginations (Mansell 2012), anxieties, or hopes have been deeply shaped and framed for more people by the Internet. Thereby emerged the potential of shared mediated experiences and immediate responses in real time via mass self-communication (as Castells coined this communication upheaval). Wolff himself still basically relied on the subject's immediate access to unique-universal existential truths, rooted in "Enlightenment epistemology" (Moon, 1993: 308) and offered only few accounts of how to communicate them to others in order to share similar orientations. For deep-level inquiries, immediate experiences and personal discourses remain major components (Psathas 2003 and Habermas 2012) , especially concerning what is considered as factual (Pfeiffer 2013). The assumptions and convictions gained in these special contexts are usually taken for granted also in order to identify mediated presentations to be considered of special importance. But even if and when widely shared worldviews arise that combine immediate certainties with mediated communication, they need to be tested again by personal experiences, on which first trust is based (Quandt 2012, see also Morgner 2013).
Existential truths are rooted in the skin-deep awareness of openly diverse evaluations and anxieties, hopes and dreams, taboo zones and "holy," unquestioned sites. But these fundamental experiences are perceived and evaluated in terms of hybrid experiences combining mediated and immediate encounters of "media life" (Deuze 2012). They are grounded in techno-economic-military efforts. For example: "Vannevar Bush was the director of the Manhattan Project ... developing the atomic bomb. ... The theory and design of internet and its protocols (such as hypertext) can be considered to be inspired by Bush's suggestions for a hypermedia artifact that establishes links between different types of information." (Deuze, 2012: 71) In contrast to Habermas's theory of communicative action, which alerted us concerning the colonization of the life-world as early as 1981 and in contrast to recent and current emphases on the "mediation" or "mediatization" of everything (Livingstone 2009; Couldry and Hepp 2017) , existential truths and long-term horizons must take into account that the life-world has already been colonized to a high degree, during the past decades, e.g., by the identity models and habits enhanced by commercial mass and network media, their messages, protocols, codes, and via new means of surveillance. (See Ludes 2017a and b.) Constructive alternatives to repressive hegemonies therefore "call into being
